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Abstract We are developing an automatic Japanese essay-scoring system that is composed of 4 evaluation criteria,
comprehensiveness, logical consistency, validity, spelling and grammar. In this paper, we discuss the most powerful
approach to extract documents of Wikipedia that relates to the reference texts of the target essay theme for validity
evaluation. The reason for using Wikipedia documents for evaluating validity of students’essays is that we assume
that validity can be evaluated by the expanded discussions in Wikipedia documents that relates to the essay theme.
Experimental results show that the skip-gram based word vector is the best approach to extract relating documents
to reference texts among several keyword-based evaluation approaches.
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frequency が 3 の「世界」と frequency が 1 の「企業」で
「世界の企業」の文書を検索した時の「世界の企業」の重みは
































































IDF (ti)× V (ti) (3)
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課題 1 0.0815 0.0873 0.0855 0.0631
課題 2 0.306 0.314 0.300 0.327
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